
Skystream™ - The Drone Show App

Skystream delivers synchronized audio to drone show audiences on their mobile devices.

Synchronized Audio For Every Show

Skystream™ is an app by Verge Aero that allows 
audiences to stream audio in sync with drone shows. 
Curated audio makes drone shows more impactful. At 
events without PA systems, Skystream is the best way to 
ensure your entire audience has audio perfectly synced 
to the performance.

The iOS and Android app features customizable event 
pages for each show with unique style, branding, video 
content, and sponsored content for audiences, giving 
show sponsors a new avenue to engage with viewers. 
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Skystream generates a unique show code and QR code 
for audiences to join. All content is downloaded and 
stored locally ahead of time, so Skystream works even 
in high traffic or low signal environments.

The app includes a notification system, and the option 
to include pre and post show content, sponsored 
content, and social links to drive engagement. Setting 
up a show in Skystream is simple - the app seamlessly 
integrates custom content and branding material.

Simple Setup and Use

Free Download. Customize with your style, photos, and videos.

Customize Skystream’s appearance and 
content to your event!

Event Map and Directions

Listen To Show!

Buttons with Custom Links!

Example Show 2023

Add Sponsored banners and social links!

 » Give the audience perfectly synced audio during the show
 » Audio Licensing included with the app
 » Link to social platforms to engage with viewers
 » Communicate directly to the audience
 » Add pre and post show audio, video, and branding material
 » Attract sponsors with placement in the app
 » Promote other events and performances in the app
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Key Advantages
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